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1: SOMETHING ABOUT US
HOW DAFT PUNK ARRIVED AT DISCOVERY
“It ain’t what they call you, it’s what you answer to.” WC Fields

Like all the best adventures, our journey into Discovery should begin from
simple roots. So let’s start with a band’s name.
It is one of the splendid ironies of the music business, where brand and image
are all important, that changing a band’s name is such a di cult process.
According to a 1993 interview with Select magazine,1 grunge-light indie act
e Lemonheads needed a legal document to mark their transition from
“Lemonheads” to “ e Lemonheads”, a change so minute it gets lost in
punctuation. At the same time, the actual meaning of a band’s name – however
outlandish – tends to be forgotten. No one considers how ridiculous the words
“Arctic Monkeys” are when put together; we immediately think of the
internationally famous, festival-topping band, their name free from other,
more literal, associations.
Similarly, Daft Punk are just Daft Punk. You may know how their name
came about – from a Melody Maker review of their brief Daft Punk precursor
band, Darlin’, that dismissed them as “daft punky thrash” – but you probably
don’t think too much about it. “Daft Punk” sounds good – two hard syllables
that strike like bass drum hits – and so it doesn’t really matter that the band’s
sound has little to do with punk rock music and they are very much not daft.
In fact, Daft Punk came from a rather bourgeois Parisian background, with
omas Bangalter the son of French songwriter and producer Daniel
Vangarde, and Guy-Manuel De Homem-Christo, the great-great-grandson of
Portuguese military gure Francisco Manuel Homem Cristo. e two met at
the prestigious Lycée Carnot in Paris’s 17th arrondissement, an area noted for
its grand apartments and good schools.2
“Guy-Manuel recorded a mixtape for me,” Bangalter told Swedish magazine
POP in 1997.3 “ at’s how we started hanging out. He listened to Jimi

Hendrix and e Doors. But we were more interested in lm than music.”
It would be wrong to say too much about how this background shaped Daft
Punk. Plenty of people from prestigious schools go on to make very bad
decisions and vice versa. But Daft Punk didn’t: in fact, their journey through
the music business would be marked by smart, prescient moves, from signing a
record deal with Virgin that gave them total control over their music and
image, to retreating into robotic personae, whose helmeted get up would allow
them to escape the worst ravages of 21st Century, social-media fame.
Bangalter and De Homem-Christo met in 1987, forming Darlin’ with
Laurent Brancowitz – later of Phoenix – in 1992. People, including Daft Punk
themselves, are quick to dismiss Darlin’ as some kind of youthful folly. And
yet, in an examination of Discovery, an album in which Daft Punk took the
leap from straight-up dance act to an elaborate, improbable dance/rock
amalgam, the brief history of Daft Punk’s rock precursor band is important. If
we want to know how and why Daft Punk – rather than, say, Basement Jaxx –
made this leap into rock, then the French duo’s history in a Beach-Boys
in uenced rock band is certainly relevant.
Four Darlin’ tracks were eventually released. Cindy, So Loud and Darlin’
came out on Shimmies in Super 8,4 a double seven-inch compilation on
Stereolab’s Duophonic label in 1993, alongside music from Huggy Bear,
Stereolab and Colm. Two years later, these were followed by the rather more
mysterious Untitled 18 and Untitled 33 on De La Viande Pour Le Disco?, a
1995 cassette compilation from the Banana Split fanzine.
Rémi Courbayre, who has blogged extensively about De La Viande Pour Le
Disco?, told me that he ordered the compilation by mail order. “At the time,
we ordered a lot by mail after [reading] reviews in fanzines, we saw addresses,
and we ordered. I don’t remember where I heard about this compilation tape,
but when I saw Seefeel, Cornershop and then also Darlin’ [on the tape], I
ordered it straight away,” he explains. “ e Banana Split fanzine was in
Nanterre near Paris. But I have never lived in Paris. I sold the tape to an
Australian six or seven years ago – I think it’s still the record for the highest
price for a tape at Discogs. However, I still have the fanzine with an interview

with Seefeel and Darlin’.”
Darlin’s involvement with the compilation, which was released in 1995 when
Daft Punk were in full commercial swing, remains something of a mystery.
Courbayre says that Bangalter and De Homem-Christo went to the same
record stores in Paris as the people who ran Banana Split but he doesn’t know
any more about how their involvement came about. However, the fanzine that
came with the compilation contained a fascinating interview with De HomemChristo and Laurent Brancowitz, which suggests that the makers of Banana
Split may have taken a long time to put together the whole package. In it, De
Homem-Christo said that their Duophonic record was released “three weeks
ago”, which would date the interview squarely in 1993.
Already Darlin’ were talking about giving up on rock. “About four months
ago, we had decided to completely stop doing rock music,” De HomemChristo explained.5 “We wanted to make house and techno.” Techno, he
added, was a lot better than any “indie” record, more emotional and creative.
He then recommended listening to Aphex Twin.
is very unguarded interview gives a fascinating insight into the early
musical lives of Daft Punk. Guy-Man apparently took up the guitar at 14;
omas learned piano from the age of ve (he would later claim it was six)6
and had recently started on guitar. De Homem-Christo explained that he and
Bangalter had been playing together for two or three years at this point, after
failed experiments with other bands.
ey apparently also butted heads
together a lot, with Brancowitz slotting in between two “overpowered egos”.
De La Viande…’s rst Darlin’ track is almost too good to be true: Untitled
18 is a rough drum machine stomper that would be an obvious precursor to
Daft Punk’s house direction. Even so, no one is going to mistake the four
Darlin’ songs for the immaculate soft rock disco of Discovery. Other than
Untitled 18, the songs are scratchy and punky, the eternal sound of teenagers
in love with the Beach Boys, the Velvet Underground and putting guitars
through distortion. But they provide tangible evidence that just one year
before Daft Punk’s rst o cial release ( e New Wave in 1994) and ve years
before the recording of Discovery started, omas Bangalter and Guy-Manuel

De Homem-Christo were rock music fans, committed in their own way to
guitars, bass and drums.
People’s tastes evolve quickly and those of young people all the more so, with
Bangalter and De Homem-Christo both in their teens when Darlin’ was
formed. But Daft Punk never entirely abandoned rock music. Darlin’ may
have been a brief, early experiment in music-making; it was also the start of a
rock music streak that would continue through the sleeve of Daft Punk’s debut
album Homework, with its Kiss poster and Beach Boys vinyl; to the guitar solo
on Fresh; blossoming in iconic detail on Discovery.
When Bangalter and De Homem-Christo wanted guitars and bass on
Discovery, their experience with Darlin’ meant they could play the instruments
themselves, rather than relying on samples. is gave them a certain freedom
to experiment in the studio, the ability to create the noises they wanted
themselves, rather than avidly trawling through old records. It gave them
spontaneity, in other words, versus the constraints of sampling, both in terms
of clearing rights and in nding the right sounds.
Daft Punk’s experience in Darlin’ enabled them to make the leap both
theoretically and practically from Homework to Discovery in a way that
producers who had focused exclusively on dance music might not have been
able to do so. To put it bluntly, lots of producers could have made Homework.
is is not to put Homework down, rather an acknowledgement that its sound
was not entirely original, relying heavily on Chicago house and disco. But few
producers would have had the vision and the skills to make the leap to
Discovery.
e transition from Darlin’ to Daft Punk was swift. In Daft Punk
Unchained,7 a 2015 documentary by French director Hervé Martin-Delpierre,
Darlin’s manager Daniel Dauxerre said that he believed the scornful Melody
Maker review published in May 1993,8 signi cantly dampened Darlin’s
enthusiasm, leading to the band’s demise.
Even before that, Bangalter and De Homem-Christo were leaning towards
electronic music. “ ere was no capital investment in Daft Punk when we
started,” Bangalter told Alexis Petridis when he interviewed the band for

Esquire in 2013.9 “We had like £1,000 or something for my 18th birthday [on
January 3 1993], we bought one drum machine, one synthesiser and one
sampler. And it all started from there.”
Daft Punk had started going out to clubs in 1992, Bangalter told Muzik
magazine in 1997,10 joining what was at the time a select group of people in
Paris who were into underground dance music. Alan Braxe, who would later
join Bangalter in Stardust, says that this was a specialist scene, unlike the huge
raves in the UK.
“It was really underground,” he told me in 2020. “We were all in this same
space, the same parties, discovering this new sound. It could be people like
Philippe Zdar [later of Motorbass and Cassius], omas or Guy-Manuel from
Daft Punk, or a lot of artists at that time… It was in uential. But not in the
way we could understand it today, with very famous DJs, star DJs or whatever.
It was in uential, maybe the music by itself. e music was so new that it was
the music that in uenced [us].”
“ ere were very few people at these times listening to techno music [in early
90s Paris],” says Eric Chédeville (aka Rico e Wizard), who worked with De
Homem-Christo as Le Knight Club. “When you heard music [like this] in a
car in Paris, you would go and see [who it was] because you know the people
who listened to this music because there were only a few hundred people who
were listening to this music. It was really con dential.”
Chédeville launched Pumpking records in the early 90s with Médéric
Nébinger (later known as Funky Derrick), whose mother was apparently
friends with omas Bangalter’s mum. “I met him [ omas] when he was 16years-old, but at that time, he didn’t know what techno music was,” Chédeville
explains. “When we started Pumpking records, in 1994, he [ omas] was
starting to make music with Guy-Man. He came out to our studio with GuyMan. It was just near Paris [in Nanterre], a place where we could have big
parties there. ey came and they tried to put on their rst DAT… to see if
people would dance.” ( e crowd, apparently, did.)
As well as this Parisian experience of electronic music, Bangalter also spent
three weeks in New York in 1993, according to a Rolling Stone pro le.11 He

went to clubs like NASA and the Sound Factory, where he witnessed legendary
DJ Junior Vasquez, an excursion that helps to explain some of the US house
in uences behind Daft Punk’s work.
In September 1993, just four months after Darlin’s fateful Melody Maker
review, Bangalter and De Homem-Christo made their rst contact with
Glasgow techno label Soma Quality Recordings, who would put out the rst
Daft Punk records. “We – myself and [Scottish techno duo and Soma cofounders] Slam – were over in Paris,” says Soma Records managing director
Dave Clarke. “Nicky Holloway was doing an event in the Disneyland [Euro
Disney] complex, Dance Europe. We had quite a good relationship with a few
people in Paris anyway, Soma was quite popular, and we knew some people
over there.”
One of these was Serge Nicolas, a friend of omas Bangalter, who asked the
Soma trio to meet up with omas and Guy-Man. “He had a gathering at his
at,” Clarke continues, “and we met omas and Guy. We arranged that after
the weekender, we had a couple of days in Paris on the way back. ‘Let’s hear
some stu .’ And they said, ‘Come round the house.’ omas lived in a kind of
at underneath his mother and father’s house in Montmartre. ‘Come round,
hang out, see the studio.’”
Despite ditching Darlin’ only a few months previously, the leap forward in
quality in Bangalter and De Homem-Christo’s music was obvious. e pair
played their guests the four tracks that would later form the basis of Daft
Punk’s debut release on Soma, e New Wave EP, a supremely self-assured slice
of underground dance music that combined the frontal attack of Detroit
techno with the pounding funk of Chicago house. Even better, the EP was
home to Alive (New Wave Final Mix), which would later appear on
Homework, becoming one of Daft Punk’s best-loved songs.
Clarke says that Daft Punk had sent their demo to leading French dance
music label F Communications. “But they didn’t want to be seen as part of the
French scene; they wanted to be more international, I guess,” he explains. “So
it suited them to be on a label that wasn’t French.”
To mark the release of e New Wave, Bangalter and De Homem-Christo

made their rst DJ appearance as Daft Punk on April 1 1994, in Paris,
preceding the EP’s release by ten days. e Alive Party gig12 took place at Blues
du Nord, at 19 Rue Caillié, in Paris’s 18th arrondissement, with Daft Punk
DJing alongside their friends Sven Love and Serge Nicolas. It was not the most
auspicious venue for the duo to make their debut, with Rue Caillié later
baptised “Rue du Crack” by French newspaper Libération13 as a result of the
rampant hard drug use found within.
e New Wave EP sold about 2,000 copies – “actually not a big seller”,
according to Dave Clarke. “ at was our fourteenth release on Soma, and it
was possibly among the lower-selling ones that we had done,” he says. “We
were doing ve, maybe ten [thousand] and [Slam’s] Positive Education had
done 20,000. It was a big deal. But it was good enough to want to put another
[Daft Punk record] out.”
It was the duo’s next release that proved their breakthrough and, in many
ways, the de ning point.
e New Wave EP had shown promise and the
ickering of a unique sound. Da Funk, released on Soma in 1995, was
downright bizarre and incredibly new, a beautifully engineered mixture of Dr
Dre drums and acidic squiggles conceived under the in uence of Warren G’s
Regulate14 that ambled along at the speed of warm summer nights in LA.
“I can remember the rst time I heard Da Funk: it was crazy – incroyable,”
says Parisian DJ and producer Domenico Torti, who, as Dominique Torti,
remixed Discovery’s Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger and Voyager. “It broke
everything. It was techno, funky, sexy, it was hard, it was cold, it was
everything.”
Incredibly, Da Funk almost didn’t come out. “With Da Funk, me and one of
my colleagues at the time, Jim Muotune, one of the original founders of Soma,
were going to [music industry event] Midem in Cannes in January,” Clarke
explains. “We went to Paris rst and omas had hired a car and driven down
to Cannes. We spent a few days together, omas’ father was in Cannes and
we met up with him and got some music biz advice from him.”
On their return to Paris, Bangalter played Clarke and Muotune some of the
new music Daft Punk had been working on. “He played us Da Funk, he

played us Rollin’ & Scratchin’. And then, about a month later, when we got
back to Glasgow, they sent over a tape of what was to be the next single and
Da Funk wasn’t on it! It just had Rollin’ & Scratchin’ and another track called
Daft Drive [which Soma would eventually release in 2011 on their Soma
Records 20 Years anniversary collection],” Clarke recalls. “I’m on the phone
going, ‘You need to send us that funky one. ese two tracks are too similar.’”
Slam’s Stuart McMillan was initially unconvinced by Da Funk. “Stuart was
like, ‘I don’t like this one! How am I going to play that? You can’t mix that in,’”
Clarke says. (McMillan, you imagine, would have had no such problems with
the song’s B-side, Rollin’ & Scratchin’, a truly venomous slice of techno.)
“[Da Funk] took quite a while to take o ,” Clarke continues, “they started o
doing the 2,000 copies, quite OK, picking up a vibe and then you started
seeing really diverse DJ reactions: Dmitry from Deee-Lite was playing it;
[Canadian techno DJ] Richie Hawtin had reacted to it. But also e Chemical
Brothers. It was people from various scenes; it didn’t really t in anywhere.”
“I was one of the rst people in the world to play that record [Da Funk],”
Hawtin explains, “because I have a one-o acetate that was given to me by the
guys [Daft Punk] in the DJ booth in the Rex [Club in Paris] before it was even
released. It was a strange, crazy record: it was so slow and di erent but acidic
and headstrong. And I still have the record today.”
Hawtin calls Da Funk a “pivotal record for all of us”. “It was so di erent and
kind of went against the formulas of that time,” he says. “When that record
came out, techno was a little bit stale and a little bit formulaic in its tempo and
its structure; and the boys – because they were boys back then – just kind of
came in with a completely di erent perspective: very French, very hey, ‘We’re
going to change the world.’ And that record did.”
Such change is not always easy. Kevin McKay, who runs the Glasgow
Underground label and has been active in house music since 1993, had initial
reservations about Da Funk. “I remember getting sent a promo by Soma of Da
Funk, and I didn’t quite get it because it wasn’t a house record,” he says. “I was
DJing with [veteran Scottish DJ] Harri at a club, and he played it as his last
record, and after that, I was like, ‘OK! I get it.’”

You can understand this confused reaction. What Da Funk proved, once and
for all, was that Daft Punk weren’t really a techno act, with all the signi ers
and expectations that implies. Nor were they straight-up house producers,
although they drank deep from that well. It is a mark of the confusion sowed
by Da Funk that the track was initially taken up in the UK by e Chemical
Brothers, a duo known at the time as the leader of the big beat sound, which
took its in uences from hip hop, rock and techno rather than house and disco.
e Chemical Brothers worked Da Funk into their live sets, with Daft Punk
returning the favour by remixing e Chemical Brothers’ single Life Is Sweet
later in 1995.
Needless to say, Daft Punk didn’t really t in with big beat, either in sound or
attitude. John Burgess of Jockey Slut magazine relates a story15 of travelling
with Daft Punk to a club night in Nottingham run by big beat pioneers
Heavenly Social, where the Parisian duo sat quietly at the front of the coach,
while 50 wild Londoners smoked amyl-nitrate infused cigarettes and ra ed o
an ecstasy pill at the back. Daft Punk swiftly got sick of being compared to e
Chemical Brothers, too. “ ere is no relation between them and us. None at
all,” a “piqued” De Homem-Christo told the Montreal Mirror in 1997.16
Bangalter, rather more diplomatically, explained that e Chemical Brothers
“are so much more rock-in uenced than us” in the same interview.
Da Funk – which went on to sell 25,000 copies before Soma deleted it – was
an early indicator that something quite unique was forming in Daft Punk’s
Parisian lair, an impression backed up by Bangalter’s rst solo 12 inch, the Trax
On Da Rocks EP, which was released on his newly-formed Roulé label in
1995.
Bangalter’s solo career is scandalously overlooked today, with most of his
music unavailable digitally. But it is crucial in marking his evolution as a
producer from 1995 until 2003 when Roulé breathed its last. When Trax On
Da Rocks hit the shelves in 1995, its ve tracks meant that Bangalter had
actually released more solo tracks than as a member of Daft Punk.
(Depending, admittedly, on whether you view Alive as a remix of e New
Wave or as a separate song in its own right.)

Trax On Da Rocks took its inspiration from Relief Records, a Chicago house
and techno label created by inspirational producer Cajmere. And yet it is a
record of remarkable variety, which gives an interesting indication of where
Daft Punk had come from, where they were heading and where they might
have gone, had they considered t.
e EP’s opening track, On Da Rocks, is like a glimpse into Daft Punk’s
recent past, the song a near brother to Da Funk, shu ing along at a similarly
laidback tempo with a bass line right out of the G-funk school. Outrun and
Ventura, on the B-side, are notable for the heavy use of the lter e ects that
Daft Punk would later make their own on songs like Musique. Roulé Boulé,
meanwhile, is like a cross between Da Funk and Rollin’ & Scratchin’, with the
G-funk in uences of the former (notably a wriggling P-funk synth motif )
meeting the pace and intensity of the latter.
What To Do is the most unique of the ve tracks, suggesting an intriguing
path that Daft Punk could, perhaps, have taken. e track’s bass drum thump
and stuttering vocals nod to the ghetto house sound of DJ Funk (later named
on Daft Punk’s Teachers). But they are overlaid with a cut-up breakbeat that
suggests the in uence of hardcore and even jungle, not genres of music that
Daft Punk are often associated with. e recorded history of Daft Punk is
often seen as a smooth, singular path from one point to another. What To Do
shows this is far from the case, its raggedly brilliant fury representing an
especially brutal dead end.
e song also illustrates a key di erence between Bangalter and De HomemChristo. Bangalter is known as more of an experimenter, an early adopter who
apparently owned one of the rst Mac computers in France; De HomemChristo is more restrained in his tastes. In Daft Punk Unchained, Eric
Chédeville called De Homem-Christo, his partner in Le Knight Club, “more
mystical”. “He wants just one thing, not two,” he explained. “And until he
nds it, everything else is shit.”17
“Guy-Man is really pure,” Chédeville tells me. “He is a guy who doesn’t make
any concessions. In music, for example, I am a musician, I went to music
school, I can play two or three ri s and think that the two or three are good.

With Guy-Man, it’s not like that. With Guy-Man you can play one thousand
ri s; if he doesn’t hear the good one, nothing is good.”
Chédeville says that it was not always easy to work with De Homem-Christo,
who would toil for hours creating what he considered to be the perfect drum
pattern. “Guy-Man knows exactly what he wants to hear. He is not a musician
by himself, so you have to show him some stu and help him to realise those
things. But [in Le Knight Club] he got the nal cut because he has got the
vision of music – his vision is the best vision I have ever seen in my life. When
Guy-Man says it’s good, you are really quiet: you know that it’s good.”
Bangalter, Chédeville explains, is “a genius of technology, a genius of
business, a genius of a lot of things”. “But he doesn’t have this magical thing
that Guy-Man has.” We can see this distinction in the duo’s work outside the
band. Bangalter’s solo records are more experimental than De HomemChristo’s work, with Roulé serving as a testing ground for ideas that might not
work within Daft Punk. De Homem-Christo’s recordings as Le Knight Club,
and his Crydamoure label, tend to be laser-focused on the lter disco sound,
home to a certain levity that, equally, might not work in the day job.
1996 would prove a pivotal year for Daft Punk. In February of that year,
Soma released a mysterious, limited-edition two-track EP by the duo under the
Indo Silver Club moniker, the record’s second track later turning up on
Homework under the song title Indo Silver Club. (Dave Clarke says Daft
Punk wanted both tracks to go on Homework but rights issues got in the way.)
In May, they played the Tribal Gathering festival in Oxfordshire, alongside
the likes of Left eld and Underworld. e duo had debuted their live set the
previous year: a video18 of the duo performing at the Prophecy night in Carros,
which took place on August 5 1995,19 is the earliest live footage of Daft Punk,
showing two very fresh-faced young men teasing all kinds of ltered, acidic
thrash out of their primitive set up.
eir set at Tribal Gathering20 was similarly raw but showed a step up in
quality and reach, as the duo played a well-received set that was broadcast live21
on John Peel’s BBC Radio One Show. Included in their set that day was the
Daft Punk remix of Ian Pooley’s Chord Memory, one of three remixes that the

band produced that year, alongside brilliant takes on songs by Gabrielle
(Forget About e World) and I:Cube (Disco Cubizm).
“I think I was the third person in the world that asked them for a remix,” says
Ian Pooley. “It was a mutual respect: I immediately saw their talent, the way
they sounded so unique, a really, really, really grown-up, mature sound for
their age.” Pooley says Daft Punk’s remix of Chord Memory was “really, really
unique”. “I was like, ‘ is is a totally di erent approach to the original track.’”
he says. “It was like a 180-degree change from the original track, which had a
massive kick and not so many elements, not so many harmonies and
everything. And they turned it into a really funky house track, with that
amazing bass line and omas doing the Vocoder.”
Paul Woolford, a DJ and producer from Leeds, says that Daft Punk’s remixes
of Gabrielle and I:Cube marked an important development in their sound. “I
felt like a turning point in their evolution was when they remixed I:Cube,
Disco Cubizm, they remixed that, and they remixed Gabrielle’s Forget About
e World,” he says. “ ose two remixes for me, that was when I was like,
‘Wow, they sounded so cool.’ And they sounded completely di erent to
everyone else. And then, of course, everyone started to use lters on disco
samples.”
Pooley also toured Germany with Daft Punk in 1996. He says that their DJ
sets at the time were “really wild”. “Technically,
omas was always a bit
better,” he says. “Guy-Man was a bit more selective and tried to make a ow,
and omas was a bit more old school, a lot of scratching and fast-moving and
crossfader use: fun, total fun, not overthinking.”
Most signi cantly, in September 1996, Daft Punk signed to Virgin Records
in a deal that gave them total control over their music and image. “We were a
good launch place for them, but they always had their sights on bigger things,
working with major amounts of records,” says Soma’s Dave Clarke. “Not
becoming a commodity for a major though, rmly keeping control. You’ll nd
now every major artist has got a similar deal to the one they got, but they got it
rst. ey knew they just wanted to license their music [to the label].”
e deal, in many ways, provided the bedrock for all that could come

afterwards by letting Daft Punk dictate their own ways of working. “In a
traditional record company model, it was very much: you created the plan, you
had the video, you had the artwork, you had mixes, you had everything. But
they were more in control of that type: visuals, the videos, the timing,” says
Orla Lee-Fisher, now SVP of marketing at Universal Music International, who
was head of marketing at Virgin Records when Daft Punk signed to the label.
“It very much was a partnership, a collaboration.
ey very much were
partners. ey were very, very smart businessmen at a young age.”*
*Credit here must go to Emmanuel de Buretel, who was head of Virgin Records France at the time. He
respectfully declined to speak to me for this book. Credit too, to Maya Masseboeuf, who was artistic
director of Virgin Publishing France, and Morvan Boury, who also worked at Virgin.

Lee-Fisher says that working with Daft Punk could be fascinating. But it
wasn’t without its challenges, with the videos for singles sometimes arriving
weeks or even months after the track had been released. “Frustrating isn’t the
word, but [what] you just kind of had to get around is that the assets and the
tools that you would use to promote a record, you are never going to get in the
order that you would normally get with another artist, that would help build a
bigger picture to get to a wider audience,” she says. “So when you would have
a chart, like say One More Time went in at number two, you’re like going,
‘Hhhhf if we’d had a video we would have been number one.’”**
**

e Daft Punk business is – or perhaps was – a very homespun a air. Daft Life (previously Daft Music

and DaftTrax) is the band’s recorded music company, which licenses the band’s music to labels; Daft Arts
is their production company, which handles images and lm.

Virgin re-released Da Funk backed with Musique, a track that had previously
appeared on the in uential Source Lab 2 compilation earlier that year.
Musique would be another key track in Daft Punk’s development, leaning
heavily on the ltered disco sound that would later be shot through their debut
album, while its 118 BPM speed meant that Musique was the rst Daft Punk

song that could comfortably be described as house music. Da Funk and
Musique would also be the duo’s rst UK chart hit,22 reaching number seven in
1997.
Roulé would release only one record in 1996, Bangalter’s fabulously over-thetop Spinal Scratch EP, in which he showed how Daft Punk might sound if they
really let their hair down, kicking a short guitar sample around the mix until it
begged for mercy, interspersed with gleefully overblown scratching noises.
e majority of 1996, however, was taken up with the recording of
Homework, Daft Punk’s debut album, in Bangalter’s home studio. For an
album that would be so important in electronic music history, Homework’s
origins seem remarkably relaxed.23 Bangalter told Melody Maker in 199724 that
the album was made very cheaply – “No studio expenses, producers, engineers”
– and that the duo had no real intention of making a full album until they
realised they had assembled enough tracks.
Alan Braxe visited Bangalter’s studio during the recording of Homework.
“ e studio at the time was a home studio: a small room, lots of equipment,
but not super-expensive equipment, it had some very speci c instruments…
but with a home studio and do-it-yourself philosophy,” he says. “I can imagine
that they wanted to have as much time as they wanted to have, direct access to
the instrument.”
Braxe sees using a home studio as a creative choice. “You are working very
often by default,” he explains. “You don’t have all the options, and at that time,
the computers weren’t as powerful as they are now. It’s a choice, it’s a hard
choice, you are limited, and you have to deal with what you have.” Famously
Daft Punk didn’t have expensive studio monitors at the time, using a cheap
ghetto blaster to listen to their music, on the grounds that if it sounded good
there, it would sound good anywhere.
Homework, perhaps as a result of its relaxed recording, is a brilliant, not
entirely original album, which consolidated Daft Punk’s Chicago house meets
Detroit techno sound without necessarily pushing it on. Bangalter compared
Homework to “training for our upcoming records” in an interview with
Sweden’s POP magazine in 1997, adding, “We could just as easily have called

it ‘Lesson’ or ‘Learning’.”25
is rather cold summation re ects Daft Punk’s reputation around the time
of Homework when they were seen as a couple of talented young French
producers whose work leaned heavily on US in uences. e idea of Daft Punk
as shadowy, maverick geniuses who changed electronic music would come a lot
later, being cemented into the public consciousness after the band’s iconic
performance at the 2006 Coachella festival.
In 1997 fans of Daft Punk were used to seeing their faces. True, they had
recently taken to being photographed in disguise. But they had conducted a
number of regulation photo shoots over the previous three years, which meant
that their faces were still clear in our minds. eir disguises were not exactly
inscrutable, either: in February 1997, Daft Punk posed on the cover of Muzik
magazine covered in green and sat on lily pads like a couple of angry frogs,
omas leering at the photographer with his tongue sticking out, while GuyMan looks slightly more circumspect.
eir interviews at the time were also far from enigmatic, with De HomemChristo keeping largely quiet, while Bangalter held forth on everything from
the French government’s position on raves to why he didn’t like ecstasy.
(“Ecstasy is very bad when you’re trying to make music because it controls your
musical tastes,” he told Muzik.)26
Even at this stage, though, it was clear Daft Punk were not your average
electronic music producers, with notable oddities to be found on Homework.
ere’s the record’s inner sleeve, for a start, which features a picture of a desk
covered with the trinkets of a mythical US teenager, from Kiss tour poster to a
Beach Boys record, a visual set up potentially more considered than the album’s
actual recording process. e sleeve also features a list of artists that Daft Punk
send “respect” to, including underground rock acts such as Can, Spacemen 3
and e Seeds. Musically, the album is home to Fresh, with its shimmery,
aquatic guitar solo and Teachers, with its call-outs to Beach Boys’ founder
Brian Wilson, P-funk legend George Clinton and Dr Dre, among a list of
house and techno pioneers. Rock and pop music clearly have a place within
Homework’s a ections.

is might not sound like a particularly strange mix today when genre
distinctions have come tumbling down amid the musical free-for-all that is
streaming. But in 1997 – less than ten years after the Summer Of Love, in
which dance music rst made its way into the international consciousness –
there was a sharp divide between rock and electronic sounds.
e late 80s and early 90s may have seen the two types of music unite on
records like Primal Scream’s epochal Screamadelica, a Daft Punk favourite.27
But by 1997, there was a general suspicion of bandwagon-jumping among the
dance music community, aided and abetted by the rather cheap remixes of
rock groups that were often thrown onto CD singles as a chart boosting
afterthought.
Daft Punk spent much of 1997 on tour, promoting Homework. Playing live
had been important to the band from their very beginning, with a string of
dates throughout 1995 and 1996, including a brief UK tour in 1995 in
support of Da Funk.
e band DJed too, with the line between the two
practices often blurred.
I saw them play at Bugged Out, a club night in Manchester from the
founders of Jockey Slut magazine, at the start of the Daftendirekt tour on
January 17 1997,28 in what was essentially a DJ gig augmented by drum
machines, e ects and samplers. eir two-hour set included music by everyone
from Prince to Gusto in a mix that was fairly similar to their BBC Radio One
Essential Mix from March 1997. At the end of the night, Bangalter and De
Homem-Christo looked vaguely bemused as the 700-strong Mancunian crowd
loudly demanded they play Da Funk by singing the song’s siren ri as best as
their state would allow them.
I saw Daft Punk play live for the rst time at England’s venerable
Glastonbury festival on Sunday June 29 1997, when they headlined a Dance
stage mired in thick southern English mud. Two respectable looking young
men in tidy jumpers produced a thunderously tough mixture of drum
machines and acid. And I missed their live date later that year at Manchester
Academy, when they played alongside Roger Sanchez, as the Daftendirekt tour
made its way around Europe.

Sanchez – who was at the time and remains a hugely popular DJ – says he
accepted the tour because of his “spider-sense about things”. “ ere was
something I sensed about omas and Daft Punk, even from the rst time that
I met them, and I just got this feeling that these kids were going to be doing
something that was going to be pivotal and seminal,” he says.
“I felt like there was going to be something really creative coming out of it
[the tour]. And I was right. It was a very eye-opening experience in terms of a
di erent type of touring. is was more of a band, the load in, the load out,
and I had been more used to lugging my records about.”
ese were de nitely live dates, rather than the beefed-up DJ sets of earlier
that year. “Everything was synched up – the drum machines, the bass lines,”
omas Bangalter told Remix magazine of the Daftendirekt tour.29 “ e
sequencer was just sending out the tempos and controlling the beats and bars.
On top of this structure, we built all these layers of samples and various parts
that we could bring in whenever we wanted to.”
Sanchez says that Daft Punk essentially reconstructed their home studio on
stage for the Daftendirekt tour. “ ey had a lighting crew, a guy that was doing
projections, so they were doing things on the y and live, but they had certain
sections that they had worked out with their visuals and their lighting team, as
they transitioned with certain songs,” he says. “ at really, really worked well,
and they were mixing songs on the y.”
Ian Pooley, who supported the band on the German leg of the Daftendirekt
tour, says the band played “live, live – no faking”. “In the 90s, even me when I
would play live occasionally, I would throw in a DAT tape because I needed to
have a break to load more samples,” he says. “ e samplers back in the day
couldn’t have so much memory. So actually, you would have to load in
between. But I think they managed to [avoid this]. ey had identical copies
of the machines as well, just as a backup, just in order to get the full 90
minutes through. And also always in sync with the light show. Back in the 90s,
that was a big achievement.”
is was the live set captured on Alive 1997, the duo’s rst live album,
initially available as part of Discovery’s Daft Club before getting a wider release

in October 2001.
e album comprises 45 minutes of the duo’s set from
Birmingham’s Que Club on November 8 1997; apparently one of Daft Punk’s
favourite gigs from the tour, including elements of Homework tracks
Daftendirekt, Da Funk, Rollin’ & Scratchin’, Revolution 909 and Alive. (As
well as a smattering of Armand Van Helden’s “Ten Minutes of Funk” remix of
Da Funk and a tantalising glimpse of the synth stabs from Short Circuit,
which would turn up on Discovery four years later.)
1997 also saw the release of two singles from Homework: Around e World
in March 1997, accompanied by remixes from Todd Terry and Motorbass; and
Burnin’ in September 1997, whose video pays homage to the group’s Chicago
house heroes, with DJ Sneak, Derrick Carter, Roy Davis Jr., Paul Johnson,
Robert Armani and DJ Hyperactive all making an appearance. Sneak also
remixed Burnin’ for the single release, as did Ian Pooley and Slam.
In what was a busy year for Daft Punk, their careers outside the group took a
back seat. Bangalter remixed Vertigo by Alan Braxe for what was Roulé’s only
release of 1997, while De Homem-Christo launched the Crydamoure label
(alongside Eric Chédeville) with Santa Claus / Holiday On Ice by Le Knight
Club, the two tracks’ swinging beats, ltered samples and lolloping bass lines
very notably the work of someone with Daft Punk in mind. (Indeed,
Chédeville claims that omas Bangalter played the bass line on Santa Claus
on a Minimoog synth, his contribution bringing the song together after a long
period of gestation.) Crydamoure (“cri d’amour” or “cry of love” in English)
also released its second 12 inch in 1997, White Winds / Santa Claus (Remix),
by Chicago house producer Paul Johnson, the rst person named on Daft
Punk’s Teachers.
1998 was quieter for Daft Punk. ey played one DJ date,30 at Twilo in New
York, on October 16, and released one single from Homework, the antiGovernment rave homage Revolution 909, which came out in February with
remixes from Roger and Junior Sanchez and a video by Roman Coppola that
interspersed footage of police breaking up a rave with a woman making
spaghetti.
Crydamoure released two 12 inches in 1998, Troobadoor / Mirage by Le

Knight Club and Intergalactik Disko, which saw Le Knight Club collaborate
with Daft Punk Teacher – and later collaborator – DJ Sneak for some toughedged disco. But the year really belonged to omas Bangalter and his Roulé
label, which embarked on the kind of miraculous sprint that most record labels
can only dream of.
Roulé’s fourth release came from Chicago’s Roy Davis Jr. – another Daft
Punk Teacher. His Rock Shock, which occupied side A, sounded like a
misplaced attempt to copy the Daft Punk sound.*
* Look, I love Roy Davis Jr., but he has far better songs than this.

On the B-side, Bangalter’s irresistibly unusual Start Stop Remix ipped the
track into something far more original, producing a dance- oor anthem that
seemed to do everything in its powers to stop DJs from playing it, by stopping,
starting and lurching merrily out of time.
Bangalter’s Trax on Da Rocks Vol. 2 EP, released towards the end of the year,
was not quite at the standards of its predecessor, although Colossus – an
extremely well-named track – was worth the price of entry alone, while Club
Soda sounds like an antecedent to Discovery’s Voyager, with its live disco feel.
Between these records came the release that still, some 23 years on, essentially
is French house for many fans, both casual and devoted: Stardust’s Music
Sounds Better With You. e song was a kind of divine providence, worked up
in the studio in preparation for an Alan Braxe gig by Bangalter, Braxe and
singer Benjamin Diamond. Music Sounds Better With You was a hymn to
ecstatic minimalism, consisting of little more than a Chaka Khan loop, drums,
lters and a six-line vocal, whittled down into an irresistible mantra that spun
endlessly among the production.
“Right after the release of Vertigo, I had been invited to do a live
performance at the Rex club [in Paris], and instead of playing alone, I
suggested to omas and an old friend of mine, Benjamin, to come on stage
and play with me,” Braxe explained to me in 2020. “So we did a few rehearsals
in the studio, like three or four rehearsals together, and during the last one, we

had the feeling that we had one track missing, we needed something like ve
to ten minutes more music.
“So we started listening to some 12 inches, and we found the sample from
Chaka Khan, a song called Fate, and we sampled it. And we played it during
the live show; omas was playing the keyboard, Benjamin was singing, and I
was playing the SP1200, which is a sampling machine, drum machine. We
played the song, a kind of demo of the song, during the show, and afterwards,
we spent one week in the studio producing the song for real.”
e trio realised that they had made something special almost immediately.
“It was extremely repetitive, extremely simple, basic,” Braxe told me. “So we
didn’t know exactly what to expect. But we were happy with the result.”
Music Sounds Better With You was released on Roulé in July 1998 as a onesided 12 inch and later re-released by Virgin, at which point it raced to
number two in the UK charts, de ning that summer. Stardust were reportedly
o ered $3m31 by Virgin to make an album, which they turned down, despite
having ve or six demos ready to work up. Instead, Music Sounds Better With
You would be the band’s only release, with Braxe and Diamond remixing
Björk’s Alarm Call before going their separate ways, while Bangalter returned
to Daft Punk matters.
***
roughout 1998 and 1999, Daft Punk were hard at work recording
Discovery, their second album. e album’s origins are slightly murky: Todd
Edwards – one of three musical guests on the album alongside Romanthony
and DJ Sneak – says that Discovery originally started o as “a live-action lm
with each song being a part of the lm”.
is idea eventually proved too much, and the band decided instead to
concentrate on an anime production, which ended up as Interstella 5555,
Discovery’s sister lm, released in 2003. “I think Discovery was their rst artist
album: the album that had this cohesiveness to it because it was a storytelling
album,” Edwards says. “I don’t think it [the lm] was a fully developed idea at

the time. omas is very expressive, and he would discuss di erent ideas that
would pop into his head. And I could envision what he was talking about.”
Edwards talks of Face To Face – his collaboration on Discovery – as being
intended for a climactic scene in the live-action lm, where robots rebel, only
to realise that they are actually ghting themselves. Another scene, he says, saw
one of the main robot characters escaping and climbing a mountain; while
Crescendolls was supposed to soundtrack the start of the robot uprising, as the
robots realise they are stuck in the grind of factory work. “ ey are getting sick
of the same work over and over again, stuck in this cycle, and it is kind of this
rebellion theme,” Edwards explains.
It appears from this that Daft Punk had a very de nite idea of how they saw
this lm in 1999 when they recorded Face To Face with Todd Edwards. “I
think they had lled me in on the concept of the story at least a bit,” Edwards
says. “Because I remember them talking about they had a vision of the title
coming out, where it looks like you see the word ‘Very’ and the word ‘Disco’
and you see them come from the opposite corners and so it is “very disco” and
then all of a sudden they moved a bit together to form the word ‘Discovery’.
at was one of the ideas.”
It’s not quite clear how this very speci c cinematic plan ts with the rather
piecemeal recording of Discovery, which included updating existing song
fragments to make Short Circuit. Tony Gardner, the special e ects designer
who would help to make the Daft Punk robots, says that many di erent ideas
were kicked about in the creation of the Discovery universe. “We have talked
about everything from them [the robots] being on another planet with these
worm creatures, all sorts of stu from the very beginning,” he says, although he
admits his memories of the time are rather vague.
Perhaps the most likely scenario is that Daft Punk recorded some songs with
the lm speci cally in mind, and they adapted other existing pieces of music to
their plan. In Interstella, after all, Face To Face doesn’t soundtrack the
aftermath of a battle. But it still works. “At some point, they came to a halt in
the sense of where they were going with the concept,” Edwards says. “I don’t
remember clearly other than the fact that they hit a little roadblock… And I

think that is when it dawned on them the idea to do it as an anime.”
e recording of Discovery appeared to start in earnest in early 1998 at the
duo’s Daft House studio, located in Bangalter’s home and continued for
around two and a half years.* e band didn’t quite start from zero, though:
elements of Short Circuit were already evident in the duo’s live set in 1997.
You can hear a brief blast of the song’s distinctive synth stabs right at the start
of the Alive 1997 album before Daftendirekt enters the fray. Longer live
recordings from the time32 show the song’s basic structure was already in place,
minus the circuit meltdown e ect that overcomes the track halfway through
on Discovery.
* Daft Punk have sometimes said that it took them three years to record Discovery. It is hard to put an
exact time on the album’s recording, given that Short Circuit already existed.

Discovery seems to have been recorded in two distinct phases, with the two
Romanthony collaborations, One More Time and Too Long, nished early on.
Bangalter and De Homem-Christo met Romanthony (aka Anthony Moore) at
the 1996 edition of dance music knees-up, the Miami Winter Music
Conference, swiftly becoming friends. In 1999 Roulé released Romanthony’s
Hold On, a gorgeous example of his soulful vocal house that Bangalter licensed
from Romanthony’s Black Male Records.
“We wanted to invite him [Romanthony] to sing with us because he makes
emotional music,” De Homem-Christo told Remix magazine.33 “What’s odd is
that Romanthony and Todd Edwards are not big in the United States at all.
eir music had a big e ect on us.
e sound of their productions – the
compression, the sound of the kick drum and Romanthony’s voice, the
emotion and soul – is part of how we sound today.”
“ omas knew how to work Roman,” says Glasgow Underground founder
Kevin McKay, who worked extensively with Romanthony until the producer
died in 2013. “When he turned up, they picked him up at the airport in a
limo.
ey treated him like a star, and he loved it….
ey are in a really
bohemian part of Paris, a really cool studio, one digital room with their

samplers, their ASR-10 [sampling keyboard] and all their e ects, and a live
room with guitars, microphones, the analogue side of things. And he respected
them [Daft Punk] in terms of producers, which was hard. He didn’t really
respect many people, he was such a snob. ey treated him like royalty…. He
was in a good place when he was recording with them.”
Romanthony was, until his death in May 2013, one of the most enigmatic
gures in house music. In a memorial piece, 5Mag spoke of a “strange
isolation” around Romanthony, with many of his peers having lost contact
with him at the time of his death.34
“For the people that don’t know me, it’s OK. I’m not trying to bring people
to know me. I am just telling a story, songs that are real to me,” Romanthony
explained in a rare interview with Electronic Beats.35 “My music and
production is usually physical pain. When you get a certain rhythm going in
the studio, a certain sequence of melodies, sometimes it’s not funny at all. It’s
like the opposite of it…. Some of this stu is on the edge.”
Kevin McKay says that Romanthony “was such an obtuse person at times”.
“His view of record releases was that if a record became famous six months or
12 months after it was released and a distributor all of a sudden wanted to get
hold of it or make another order because some famous DJ had played it,
Romanthony felt that he did not want to supply them at that point because
they didn’t believe in the record rst time around,” he explains. “His business
ethos was really tied up in his ego. It was impossible to separate the two.”
Romanthony, McKay says, would go so far as to make his records sound
deliberately weak. “He was guilty of making things sound really bad at
mastering. So he would go and get the record mastered, and he would
purposefully make it sound worse,” McKay explains. “Why? I don’t know. I
did ask him. But he would just laugh and not be straight about it. If I am
playing the pop psychologist, then I think that he wanted people to appreciate
his art even though it did sound a bit shit. He wanted people to appreciate the
songwriting and everything and see-through bad mastering.”
McKay, who has released several Romanthony records on Glasgow
Underground, says he was a di cult artist for a label owner. “You really had to

handle him with kid gloves,” he says. “But you couldn’t pander to him.
Because he’s a smart guy, so he knows when he’s being pandered to, and he’s
just like, ‘ is is bullshit. I’m out of here.’”
And yet Romanthony was very content with his collaboration with Daft
Punk: he admitted, in the interview with Electronic Beats,35 that the success of
One More Time allowed him to step back from making and promoting his
own music, with Virgin taking the strain. “ at enabled me to just be quiet,”
he said.
“ e sad thing was, once that record blew up, I think his publisher said, ‘I’ve
got over a million dollars for you.’ Or, ‘I am likely to have over a million
dollars for you here,’” McKay explains. “And so he just stopped making
records. Because he didn’t need to.”
Sure enough, Romanthony wouldn’t work with Daft Punk again. However, a
rather ponderous Romanthony Unplugged version of One More Time was
released via the Daft Club fansite, presumably recorded around the same time
as the Discovery version.
In an interview with Pitchfork in 2013, Bangalter claimed that One More
Time was “mixed and nished and sitting on a shelf ” for three years before its
release,36 which would put its recording back to 1997. (Although, confusingly,
Pitchfork claims in the same piece that One More Time was released in 2001,
which isn’t true: the single came out in November 2000.)37
Soma Records’ Dave Clarke says that he heard Too Long, the extended R&B
/ house jam that ends Discovery, “at omas’s parents’ house way before the
rest of the stu was recorded”, adding that he is pretty sure it was the rst song
recorded for the album. Whatever the case, completing One More Time and
Too Long seemed to spark a change of direction for the nascent album.
“Too Long was among the rst tracks we did [for Discovery], and we
considered it proper house music as the rules de ne it,” Bangalter told MTV in
2001.38 “It was a starting point for us because then we knew we didn’t want to
do 14 more house tracks; we took it from there, having the whole plot and
map of the album without going to the same place twice.” ( is could,
potentially, have been when the idea of a live-action lm came in.)

It makes sense, then, to talk of two Discoveries. On the one hand, you have
the Romanthony collaborations that open and close the album in a relatively
straight house music fashion. On the other, you have the album’s central
thematic core, where Discovery looks back to Daft Punk’s childhoods using
musical combinations that incorporate rock and disco into the house fold.
e recording of the rest of the album appears to have been more considered,
as Daft Punk zeroed in on what they wanted to achieve. Edwards says that he
recorded Face To Face in three phases: the basis of the song was recorded in his
bedroom in New Jersey in 1999; and Daft Punk then ew him to Paris twice
to work on the track, with Edwards writing the song’s melody on the second
plane journey to France.
As well as the usual array of samplers, synths and drum machines – the
sequencing on the album was done using “an E-mu SP-1200, an Akai MPC,
or a PC with Logic Audio software”, according to Bangalter in an interview
with Remix’s Chris Gill.39 Meanwhile, Mix reported that their equipment
stretched to a TR-909, TR-808, Juno-106, ARP Odyssey, E-mu 3 and AMS
Phasers40 – the duo played a lot of live guitar, bass and keyboard on Discovery.
De Homem-Christo told Mix that he usually played more guitar, with
Bangalter taking care of bass and keyboards, although roles would uctuate
depending on need.
ere was something appealingly Heath Robinson about the way Daft Punk
used the tools at their disposal. Bangalter told journalist Alexis Petridis in 2013
that when recording Discovery they used two or three samplers “as almost
audio players, as multi-track machines, not for sampling records but just for
arranging our own [material]”. “ e vocals of Romanthony on One More
Time would be on one sampler and the other things [on another],” he said.
“You would juggle with a lot of things like that.”41
For all the duo’s reverence for old machines, the emphasis on Discovery was
always on creating something new. “We don’t use too much of the original
sound of the instruments; it’s really more about how we put e ects on it after
that,” De Homem-Christo explained to Mix.42 “It’s not like we’re making a
track and saying, ‘Oh yes, I need a Flying V on this one.’ We take a guitar we

have [usually a Fender Stratocaster] and then try to make it sound di erent
with the e ects.”
When traced back logically, Daft Punk’s route to Discovery might seem like a
fairly obvious one. Romanthony, Todd Edwards and DJ Sneak had all been
named on Teachers; Roulé had released a Romanthony record and De
Homem-Christo had already worked with Sneak. Short Circuit, meanwhile,
had appeared in the group’s live set in 1997.
But this is with the bene t of hindsight. In fact, nothing really in the three
and a half years between the release of Homework and One More Time
suggested what was to come with Discovery, especially when experienced in
real-time. Arguably, in fact, the evidence at the time pointed more towards
Daft Punk repeating the Homework sound on their new record.
De Homem-Christo’s work with Le Knight Club sounded like someone
recreating the popular idea of what Daft Punk should sound like, all disco
samples and lters. Bangalter’s work outside the group, meanwhile, pointed at
lots of di erent directions at once. Trax On Da Rocks 2 contained at least
three di erent styles of house music, while Together, his collaboration with DJ
Falcon leaned towards minimal 80s-in uenced funk on their 2000 debut
single.
Daft Punk themselves only released one remix in the two years between
Revolution 909 and One More Time, a sweltering take on Scott Grooves’
Mothership Reconnection that called back to Homework’s more intense
moments of funk, while the duo’s 1999 Radio One Essential Selection, which
aired in the early hours of January 1, was not that far away in tone from their
Essential Mix from two years earlier.
So when One More Time hit the airwaves in autumn 2000, it’s fair to say no
one was expecting how it would sound, nor the backlash it would produce.
e world at large was about to get its rst indication of what a remarkable
record Daft Punk’s second album would be.
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